Using a high-sensitivity cavity perturbation technique (40 to 180 GHz), we have probed the angle dependent interlayer magneto-electrodynamic response within the vortex state of the extreme two-dimensional organic superconductor κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu(NCS) 2 . A previously reported Josephson plasma resonance [M. Mola et al., Phys. Rev. B62, 5965 (2000)] exhibits a dramatic re-entrant behavior for fields very close (< 1 • ) to alignment with the layers. In this same narrow angle range, a new resonant mode develops which appears to be associated with the non-equilibrium critical state. Fits to the angle dependence of the Josephson plasma resonance provide microscopic information concerning the superconducting phase correlation function within the vortex state. We also show that the effect of an in-plane magnetic field on the temperature dependence of the interlayer phase coherence is quite different from what we have previously observed for perpendicular magnetic fields.
Introduction
The quasi-two-dimensional (Q2D) organic superconductor κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu (NCS) 2 (BEDT-TTF denotes bis-ethylenedithio-tetrathiafulvalene, or ET for short) represents a model system for studying vortex physics in layered systems and, in particular, the influence of vortices on the interlayer phase coherence within the mixed state.
1 Like the high temperature superconductors (HTS), κ-(ET) 2 Cu(NCS) 2 possesses a highly anisotropic layered structure with the superconducting ET planes separated by insulating anion layers. 1 The anisotropy parameter γ, defined as the ratio of the interlayer (currents a-axis) and in-plane (currents bc-plane) penetration depths (γ ≡ λ a /λ bc ), is thought to be in the range 50-200, 2 i.e. similar to that of Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+d . 3 In contrast to the HTS, however, organic conductors are extremely clean, with very few crystal defects. Also, because of the reduced T c (∼ 9-10 K) and B c2 (∼ 5 T for fields ⊥ layers, and 30-35 T for fields layers), one can probe much more of the temperature/field parameter space within the superconducting state than is currently possible in the HTS.
Our recent investigations of the microwave response of κ-(ET) 2 Cu(NCS) 2 in the 30 to 200 GHz range have shown that a Josephson Plasma Resonance (JPR) dominates the interlayer electrodynamics within the mixed state. 4, 5 The JPR frequency, ω p , depends explicitly on the Josephson coupling (interlayer phase coherence) between layers; indeed, ω p is directly related to the spatial and temporal average of the function cos ϕ n,n+1 (r) , where ϕ n,n+1 (r) is the gauge invariant difference in the phase of the order parameter between layers n and n + 1, at position r within the layers. Thus, the JPR serves as an extremely sensitive tool for probing the structure of vortex phases in this and other layered organic and inorganic superconductors.
6 Application of a magnetic field (B z ) normal to the layers introduces pancake vortices into the sample, accompanied by large intra-layer phase fluctuations. Due to the weak nature of the Josephson coupling in the title compound, the pancake vortices in adjacent layers become decoupled at relatively weak applied fields (∼ 10 mT). This decoupling transition dramatically suppresses the interlayer phase coherence cos ϕ n,n+1 (r) which, in turn, suppresses ω p . Theoretical and experimental studies within the vortex liquid phase have shown that the field and temperature (T) dependence of ω p may be described as
with ν being slightly less than unity.
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Until recently, our investigations were limited to the perpendicular field geometry. These studies revealed a transformation from a pinned vortex phase, to a depinned liquid state. 4, 5 Our improved experimental setup now allows angle dependent microwave impedance measurements of small single crystal samples (see below). Here, we report preliminary data mainly within the vortex liquid phase for fields close to alignment with the bc-plane ( highly conducting layers). Application of an in-plane field (B x ) introduces an additional term in the phase difference ϕ n,n+1 (r) due to the vector potential associated with B x . This leads to a further suppression of ω p , which is directly related to the Fourier transform of the phase correlation function S(r) = cos ϕ n,n+1 (r) − cos ϕ n,n+1 (0) . 6 Thus, angle dependent JPR measurements provide a direct means of extracting microscopic parameters associated with the superconducting state.
Experimental
Measurements were performed using a sensitive cavity perturbation technique described elsewhere. 7 As a source and detector, we use a millimeter-wave vector network analyzer (MVNA), enabling phase sensitive measurements covering the frequency range from 40 to ∼ 200 GHz. This phase sensitivity allows us to determine both components of the complex sample response, 7 though we only plot the dissipative response in this article. A single crystal sample was placed within a cylindrical cavity such that a combination of in-plane and interlayer currents were excited; a detailed discussion of the electrodynamics is published elsewhere.
8 Interlayer currents penetrate deep (100 µm-1 mm) into the sample due to the low conductivity in this direction. Dissipation then depends on the ratio of the interlayer and in-plane conductivities, as well as the relative dimensions of the sample. For this geometry, we have shown unambiguously that dissipation is dominated by the interlayer conductivity for the highly anisotropic organic conductors.
7,8
A single κ-(ET) 2 Cu(NCS) 2 crystal, with approximate dimensions 0.7 × 0.5 × 0.2 mm 3 , was used for these investigations. Temperature control in the 2 to 10 K range was maintained using a variable flow cryostat (Quantum Design PPMS), with Cernox resistance thermometers acting as temperature sensors. Smooth rotation of the entire rigid microwave probe, relative to the horizontal DC field produced by a 7 T split-pair magnet, was achieved via a room temperature stepper motor mounted at the neck of the magnet dewar; the stepper motor offers 0.1
• angle resolution. The source and detector are bolted rigidly to the microwave probe; subsequent connection to and from the MVNA is achieved via flexible coaxial cables. 7 In this mode of operation, one can maintain optimal coupling between the spectrometer and the cavity containing the sample, whilst rotating the probe. As discussed in great detail in Ref. 7 , good coupling between the various microwave elements is essential in order to maintain a high sensitivity and a low noise level. All data presented in this paper were obtained whilst sweeping the applied magnetic field at different fixed angles θ relative to the least conducting a * direction (⊥ bc-plane).
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 plots microwave dissipation versus magnetic field, at various angles θ; the temperature was 4.3 K and the frequency 71.36 GHz for these measurements. The main broad peak seen at all angles corresponds to the JPR which we have reported previously, 4,5 i.e. this mode displays all of the previously published behavior at θ = 0
• . The JPR peak position (B res ) follows an approximately 1/ cos θ dependence up to θ ≈ 80
• , whereupon it reaches a maximum, tending towards zero-field as θ → 90
• (see dashed curve). This re-entrant behavior of the JPR may be attributed to the in-plane field component (B x ), as discussed in the introduction. In this same narrow angle range (θ > 80
• ), a new low-field resonance (LFR) develops (dotted curve), which moves to higher fields as θ → 90
• . The LFR exhibits a dramatic hysteretic behavior wherein it is only observed for up-sweeps of the magnetic field. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where we plot the temperature dependence (raw data) of the JPR and LFR for both up-and down-sweeps of the magnetic field, with θ close to 90
• (±0.1 • ). The data in Fig. 2 data were obtained during a separate run to the data in Fig. 1, i .e. the sample is the same, but was subjected to thermal cycling to room temperature between experiments. Furthermore, the frequency of 74.20 GHz is slightly different. Nevertheless, angle dependent studies revealed an identical behavior to the data in Fig. 1 (see Fig. 3 ). We first discuss the re-entrant behavior of the JPR at angles close to θ = 90
• . An analytic expression for the angle dependence within the vortex liquid phase may be obtained by assuming a Gaussian form for S(r), giving
where s is the interlayer spacing, and Φ o is the flux quantum. 6 The dashed curve in Fig. 3 represents a fit to the above expression for the data obtained from the first experiment (open squares). While such a fit is reasonable, a better fit (solid curve in Fig. 3 ) involves a slight modification to the denominator of the pre-exponential factor in Eq. (2), such that B cos θ → B[cos θ + α]. The fit assumes fixed ω p = 2πf and B = B res , and yields α = 0.1 and a reasonable value for s ∼ 8Å. The modification to Eq. (2), which produces a rounding of the 1/ cos θ behavior close to θ = 90 o , may have several explanations: (i) it may reflect a limitation in the Gaussian approximation for S(r); 6 or (ii) it may indicate that the pancake vortex contribution to ω p is not determined solely by B z . The latter may suggest that a highly anisotropic 3D picture (as opposed to strictly 2D) offers the more realistic description of the superconductivity in the title compound, or this could also be indicative of paramagnetic pair breaking for large in-plane fields. Both of these effects have been considered in the context of other angle dependent studies of the superconductivity in κ-(ET) 2 Cu(NCS) 2 , such as H c2 . 9 The obtained value for s is somewhat smaller than the actual interlayer spacing. However, the exponent in Eq. (1) is approximate, i.e. it assumes that the phase correlation length is approximately equal to the intra-layer inter-vortex separation, through B z .
Next we turn to the hysteretic behavior, and the temperature dependence of the JPR and LFR seen in Fig. 2 . The hysteresis is clearly a manifestation of the irreversible region of the vortex phase diagram, which extends beyond the maximum field sweep range at the lowest temperature of 3 K; in fact, the JPR is barely seen for the up-sweep at this temperature. Eq. (2) was derived for a vortex liquid. Therefore, the re-entrance of the JPR at angles close to 90
• drives it into the irreversible region of the phase diagram at low temperatures (see Fig. 4 and Ref. 10); hence, its disappearance. Nevertheless, for all other temperatures and angles, the data presented here for the JPR were confined to the reversible liquid-like phase.
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